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INTRODUCING BARRACUDA YACHT DESIGN’S ‘SLEEK’ 55M MOTORYACHT
SO GOOD IT WAS STOPPING
STOPPING PEOPLE IN THEIR TRACKS
TRACKS…
With its distinctive, angular lines and long, elongated side-profile, people were stopping in their
tracks at this year’s Monaco Yacht Show to admire our ‘sleek’ 55m motoryacht concept.

Looking more like a potential contender for the next world speed record attempt, first impressions are pleasantly
deceptive because this is a very practical, efficient and extremely comfortable ‘all-weather’, fully customisable sub500GT design.
Based upon a tri-deck layout, the benefit for guests and crew is a more simplified flow pattern
throughout the yacht. With the yacht lacking nothing in terms of comfort, the main deck comprises a full beam owner’s

suite with glorious sea-view terraces on either side. Four symmetrical guest cabins accessed from a central
corridor mean guests can walk seamlessly from their cabins via the central hall, straight through in to the main
deck saloon, dining area and large aft-deck. Further highlights include a split-level upper deck with access to the
bridge, the fly-bridge and an intimate, upper-deck lounge and exclusive viewing area. A lower-deck beach club
has 7.20m long ‘wings’ that open on either side.

LOA: 55.0m · LWL: 53.1m · Bmax: 8.3m · Disp: 350Tm · 499GT · Engines 2x2800Hp
Speed 24Kn / 20Kn · 4500nm · Fuel: 65,000Lt · FW: 11,000Lt
Meet us at the world’s largest indoor boat show (19th-27th Jan 2019)
Although we are not exhibiting at boot Düsseldorf in January, Iñigo Toledo will
be there on two or three specific days, so if you would like to arrange a meeting
contact Iñigo now to agree a mutually convenient time.

Our new Instagram account is up and running,
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so be sure to ‘Follow’ @barracuda_yacht_design and be amongst
the first to see different examples of our latest new designs and
concepts from our studio. We warmly
40 – Dec 2018 welcome your comments and feedback.

